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Abstract 

Reliability has become a key factor in KBS development. For this reason, it has been suggested that verification and 
validation (V&V) should become an integrated part of activities throughout the whole KBS development cycle. In this paper, 
it will be illustrated how the PROLOGA workbench integrates V&V aspects into its modelling environment, such that these 
techniques can be of assistance in the process of knowledge acquisition and representation. To this end, verification has to be 
performed incrementally and can no longer be delayed until after the system has been completed. It will be shown how this 
objective can be realised through an approach that uses the decision table formalism as a modelling instrument. 0 1988 
Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

V&V has become an important part of the KBS development cycle. The built systems have to be 
reliable, so the knowledge on which these systems are based, has to be consistent as a whole. In this 
paper, the verification component of PROLOGA will be illustrated. PROLOGA is a table-based 
knowledge modelling tool [14] into which a verification component is integrated. As a result of this 
integration, verification can already be done in the modelling phase instead of being performed 
afterwards on the implemented system. We believe that performing V&V during an early development 
phase strongly improves the process of knowledge acquisition and representation and prevents errors 
that would be more expensive to fix at a later time. 

In our opinion, using the decision table formalism as a modelling instrument offers significant 
advantages in verification [6], because its structured nature eliminates, for a large number of anomaly 
types, the need for a translation into some other operational form, such as Petri nets, first-order logic, 
etc. [2-5,16,17] in order to detect them. The usefulness of this table-based approach, as adopted by 
PROLOGA, will be demonstrated using an example of Zhang and Nguyen [16]. 
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The paper is structured as follows. Firstly, the initial rule base will be given. Secondly, the decision 
table formalism and our tabular modelling approach, will be introduced. Then, a classification of 
anomaly types will be given. Next, the proposed verification process will be explained and applied to 
the example. We conclude with a summary of the obtained results, some real-world applications and, 
finally, a brief overview of current and future research. 

2. The example rule base: Car 

In their article, Du Zhang and Doan Nguyen [16], describe a tool, named PREPARE, that is used 
for knowledge base verification. PREPARE is designed to verify a knowledge base using a 
predicate/transition net representation. The different anomaly types are defined as patterns of the 
predicate/transition net model and are detected through a syntactic pattern recognition method. The 
rule base that is verified needs to be translated into a Petri net format in order to detect the anomalies. 

The purpose of using this example, is not to evaluate the predicate/transition net-based tool, but to 
have a small example knowledge base, not designed by ourselves, that enables us to explore the 
verification features of our own tool-supported approach. The following list shows the example rule 
base, that contains information for classifying cars into three base types, namely Sport-cars, 
Luxury-cars and Economical_cars: 

Facts 
Cl: Price_less_than(HONDA_CIVIC,7000) 
C2: Price_greater_than(CORVETTE,7000) 
C3: Price_greater_than(CARDILLAC_SERVILLE,7000) 
C4: Air_cond(CARDILLAC_SERVILLE) 
C5: Air_cond(CORVETTE) 
C6: Power_window(CARDILLAC_SERVILLE) 
C7: Power_window(CORVETTE) 
C8: Sun_roof(CARDILLAC_SERVILLE) 
C9: Sun_roof(CORVETTE) 
ClO: Cassette(CARDILLAC_SERVILLE) 
C 1 I : Cassette(CORVETTE) 
C12: Color_choices(HONDA_CIVIC) 
C13: Color_choices(CARDILLAC_SERVILLE) 
C14: Color_choices(CORVETTE) 
C15: Aerodynamic(CORVETTE) 
C16: Aerodynamic(HONDA_CIVIC) 
C17: Spacious(CARDILLAC_SERVILLE) 
C 18: Spacious( HONDA_CIVIC) 
C19: Elegant(CARDILLAC_SERVILLE) 
C20: Elegant(CORVETTE) 
C21: High_mileage(HONDA_CIVIC) 
C22: Speed(CORVETTE) 

Rules: 
C23: Body-shape(x) <- Aerodynamic(x) 
C24: Look(x) <- Color_choices(x) 
C25: Extra-opt(x) <- Luxury-car(x) 
C26: Low_cost(x) <- Price_less_than(n,7000) 
C27: High-cost(x) <- Price_greater_than(x,7000) 
C28: High-cost(x) <- Spacious(x) 
C29: Extra-opt(x) < _Air_cond(x). Power_window(x), 

Sun_roof(x), Cassette(x) 
C30: Look(x) <- Elegant(x), Body-shape(x), Color_ 

choices(x) 
C3 1: Comfortable(x) <- Spacious(x), Extra-Opt(x) 
C32: Import-tax(x) <- High-cost(x) 
C33: Import_car(x) <- Import_tax(x) 
C34: Export-car(x) <- Import-tax(x) 
C35: Extra-opt(x) <- Impot--car(x) 
C36: Extra-opt(x) <- Export_car(x) 
C37: Body-shape(x) <-Aerodynamic(x) 
C38: Luxury-car(x) <- Look(x), Comfortable(x), High_ 

cost(x) 
C39: Economical_car(x) <- High-mileage(x), Low_ 

cost(x) 
C40: Sport-car(x) <- Look(x), High-cost(x), Speed(x), 

Performance(x) 
C41: Four-seats(x) <- Spacious(x) 
C42: High_insurance(x) < - Expensive-car(x) 
C43: Car(x) <- Luxury_car(x) 
04: Car(x) <- Sport_car(x) 
C45: Car(x) <-- Economical_car(x) 
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3. A tabular modelliug approach 

In this section, the decision table concept and the use of multiple-table structures, will be discussed 
briefly. For a more extensive overview we refer to [lo- 121. 

A decision table consists of four parts (cf. Fig. 1). The condition subjects are the criteria that are 
relevant to the decision making process. They represent the items about which information is needed 
to take the right decision. Condition subjects are found in the upper-left part of the table. The 
condition states are logical expressions determining the relevant sets of values for a given condition. 
Condition states are found in the upper-right part of the table. The action subjects describe the 
possible outputs of the decision making process. They are found in the lower-left part of the table. The 
action values are the possible values a given action can take. They are found in the lower-right part of 
the table. 

Different variations of the decision table concept exist, many of them looking similar at first sight 
[8]. However, one main difference is whether these variations demand that table columns should be 
mutually exclusive (single-hit versus multiple-hit). In a single-hit table, each possible combination of 
condition states can be found in one and only one column. This exclusivity criterion is a key factor in 
verification, since it prevents most kinds of redundancy and ambivalence. Therefore, PROLOGA 
tables are all single-hit. 

For realistic problems, using only one table to hold all the knowledge will not be sufficient. One 
should be able to structure the decision logic into a set of inter-related tables. To this end, PROLOGA 
distinguishes between two kinds of subtables: 

??condition subtables, which determine the state of a condition and 
??action subtables, which give further details on a certain action. 
The inter-tabular relationships can be visualised by means of a directed graph (cf. Fig. 2). Each 

node of this structure represents a decision table. The arcs correspond to links between parent and 
child table, pointing away from condition subtables, or towards action subtables. 

The process of deciding on how to modularize the knowledge can either be done intuitively, or 
automatically [ 151. The car example can easily be modularised in an intuitive manner. Firstly, we look 
at the final goal literals, viz. those concerning the different types of cars. These literals will be the 
actions of the main table. The conditions of the main table can be obtained from the premises of the 
rules that decide on the type of car. One of these conditions, ‘Look of car’, is also the conclusion of 
rules C30 and C24. We can then decide to use a condition subtable to represent the knowledge about 
‘Look of car’. This process can be repeated, until we finally arrive at the structure depicted in Fig. 2. 
The resulting structure consists of 9 decision tables. Five of these tables, CAR(X), LOOK(X), 
BODY(X), COST(X) and INSUR(X) will be discussed in the following sections. 

Il. CreditLimit [OkI NOI Ok 1 
2. Customer 

L 

- lGood INat Goad 

Fig. 1. Decision table, example. 
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Fig. 2. Decision table structure. 

4. Classification of table anomalies 

Before working out the example with the PROLOGA workbench, we will first indicate in this 
section what different kinds of anomalies can occur in a table-based system. Because of the 
differences between table and rule representation formalisms, the corresponding anomalies will indeed 
take on a different form. When classifying possible table anomalies, one can first distinguish between 
cases of redundancy, ambivalence, circularity and deficiency [ 1,5]. Secondly, one can further break 
down each of these anomaly types into intra- and inter-tabular subtypes. Whereas intra-tabular 
anomalies can be fully explained in terms of the components of one single table, inter-tabular 
anomalies instead arise through the interaction between (components of) different tables. Conse- 

inttwtabukr anomallss : 
can be entimly explained in fenns of the components of one single table 

redundancy _ _pn p column level 
subsumed cofumn pai? 

t 
L duplicate column pair 

unsaffshble condition 
-on tvwlevel 

E 
redund. cond. row : inahant cond. subJect 
acffon TOW pair redundancy 

valence 

P -II 
on a column level 
on a row level 

cinxladty 
deficiency 

Inter-tabular anomelles : 
anomalies that adse due to the interact/on between 

(components 00 different tables 

- redundancy redundant action entry 
unusable action row 
unfit-able column 

- ambivalence : ambivafent action entries 
- cinxkrtty 

deficbncy 

Fig. 3. Classification of table anomalies. 
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quently, both individual tables and relations between different tables, should be verified. For a more 
detailed explanation of these anomalies we refer to [8]. 

Fig. 3 shows a classification of table anomalies. 

5. The verification of tabular knowledge bases: Illustration 

In this section, the different anomalies that were found in the example knowledge base will be 
discussed. A first subsection will cover the inter-tabular anomalies, a second one will focus on 
intra-tabular anomalies. 

5.1. Inter-tabular anomaly-types 

51.1. Anomalies on a table-to-table level 
Anomalies that relate to interactions on an aggregate table-to-table level can be detected and 

visualised by extracting an inter-tabular structure graph from the given specification. 
If we take a closer look at the structure graph of our example (cf. Fig. 4), we can see that, although 

we intuitively consider CAR(X) as the main table, an arrow is pointing back to EXTRA(X). Since the 
argument ‘Luxury-car(x)’ is referred to in a condition of table EXTRA(X), while in CAR(X) the same 
argument is assigned a value, CAR(X) is in fact a condition subtable of EXTRA(X). Given that 
EXTRA(X) is in turn a condition subtable of COMF(X), and COMF(X) is a condition subtable of 
CAR(X) itself, a circular chain is found. 

Furthermore, the structure graph also indicates that the knowledge base contains one isolated 
decision table, viz. INSUR(X), that is not linked to the other tables. Consequently, since its actions are 

Fig. 4. Dealing with anomalies on a table-to-level. 
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not concerned with deciding on car types, the knowledge represented in this table is of no actual 
importance in arriving at a possible goal state. This so called unlnsed table anomaly is a kind of 
inter-tabular redundancy and might indicate a missing link. 

51.2. Interactions between components of diferent tables 
When looking for inter-tabular anomalies, one should take into account possible interactions, not 

only on an aggregate table-to-table level, as in the preceding section, but also between overlapping 
components of different tables. For example, the sharing of the same conditions or actions by different 
tables can cause inter-tabular redundancies or ambivalence. However, because in this example no 
decision elements are spread across several tables in a manner that could cause this kind of anomalies, 
this section does not have to cover the actual detection methods in detail. In general, a well chosen 
modularisation of the decision problem will in fact strongly reduce the presence of this class of 
anomalies. For a more detailed discussion on this matter, we refer to [8,9]. 

5.2. Intra-tabular anomaly types 

This section will illustrate how PROLOGA’s verification component deals with intra-tabular 
anomaly types. It will be shown how the knowledge base is incrementally checked, as it is being built 
and how warnings and hints are generated, as soon as the knowledge engineer wants to perform 
certain actions on the knowledge base that are relevant from a V&V perspective. Only CAR(X), 
LOOK(X), BODY(X) and COST(X) will be discussed; the other tables can be handled in a similar 
way. 

5.2.1. CAR(X) 
CAR(X) contains knowledge that directly concerns the different types of car, viz. luxury, 

economical or sport. The original rules that correspond to this knowledge are C38, C39 and C40. If 
we have a constraint stating that a car can only be of one type, that is, a car is either a luxury, an 
economical or a sport car, then there is a conflict between the following rules: 

??C38: Luxury-car(x) <- Look(x), Comfortable(x), High-cost(x) 
??C40: Sport-car(x) <- Look(x), High-cost(x), Speed(x), Performance(x) 
PROLOGA will immediately detect the addition of conjhkting rules. The constraint itself is defined 

Fig. 5. CAR(X), contradiction message. 
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High Low 
Y iN - 

Fig. 6. CAR(X), contracted table 

by means of an ‘only’ operator. This operator specifies that for the given condition combinations, only 
the designated conclusions should be deduced. As soon as the second rule is added, the contradictory 
rule pair is detected and a warning is given to the knowledge engineer (cf. Fig. 5). 

If we analyse the anomalous table (cf. Fig. 6), and have a closer look at those columns that have ‘?’ 
entries in their action parts, we can easily trace for which subset of cases a contradiction has been 
found. This clearly illustrates how the decision table format can be an intuitive and powerful 
visualisation technique. By providing the knowledge engineer with an easier way of communicating 
with the expert, it can be of substantial aid during knowledge acquisition and improve the quality of 
the knowledge base. 

Fig. 7. CAR(X), intra-tabular verification report 
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Further information can be obtained from an intra-tabular verification report. This report can be 
consulted at any moment in the construction phase of the table. Fig. 7 contains the report on table 
CAR(X). Besides indicating the earlier discussed contradiction, the report also signals that there are 4 
empty columns, which means that there are 4 different subsets of cases in which no 
the action subjects can be made. For example, if Cost(x) is low and High-mileage(x) 
column), then no knowledge can be deduced; so the knowledge base is incomplete. 

decisions about 
is false (cf. last 

5.2.2. LOOK(X) 
Table LOOK(X) is a condition subtable of CAR(X) and is used to determine the truth value of the 

literal Look(x). Fig. 8 displays PROLOGA’s table editor for LOOK(X). 
Conditions and actions are indicated by numbers, states by letters. Action entries can either be filled 

in directly on the table itself by mouse-clicks, or one can choose to type the input rules into the list at 
the bottom of the window. For example, rule 1 (‘only 1 definitely if 3a’) can be interpreted as 
‘Look(x) is true, and the other action literals are false, if Color_choices(x) is true’. Changes in the 

Only 1 definitely if 1 a and 2a and 3a 

Fig. 8. LOOK(X), table editor 
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input rules immediately result in them being remapped onto a new single-hit decision table. The 
decision rules that have been entered correspond to rules C24 and C30 of the original rule base. 

??C24: Look(x) C- Color_choices(x) 
??C30: Look(x) <- Elegant(x), Body-shape(x), Color_choices(x) 
In the original rule base, rule C24 is said to subsume rule C30. If we would translate this notion of 

a subsumed rule pair anomaly to a table-based context, the equivalent of it would be a subsumed 
column pair anomaly. However, since PROLOGA directly maps these rules onto a single-hit table, in 
which all columns are mutually exclusive, the anomaly does not persist in the final decision table. 
PROLOGA ensures column exclusivity by automatically constructing a tree-structured table, based on 
an ordered combination of relevant condition states such that the states of the lower condition subjects 
vary first (cf. Fig. 9). This is another example of how verification can often be embedded into the 
modelling framework itself. 

Note that the subsumption in the input rules themselves is not removed, because we consider the 
decision table format and not the input rules, as our main representation format, Another reason for 
doing so is that PROLOGA allows the knowledge engineer to re-extract an optimized rule 
representation from the table format and let these rules replace the old ones. 

Now, we have a look at the intra-tabular verification report for LOOK(X) (cf. Fig. 10). Here, it is 
indicated that two conditions subjects are irrelevant: Elegant(x) and Body(x). A condition subject is 
considered irrelevant, if its state does not influence which actions are to be undertaken. If so, the 
entire condition row becomes redundant. Often, this kind of anomaly suggests overgeneralisation: the 
expert or knowledge engineer might have overlooked some of the more detailed decision rules. In our 
example, the first input rule (cf. rule C24 in the original rule base) might e.g. be too general. 

le-hit tabk 

subsumes 

sinPIe-hit table : 

contraction 

Fig. 9. Subsumption, single-hit vs. multiple-hit 
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Fig. IO. LOOK(X), intra-tabular verification report. 

5.2.3. BODY(X) 
BODY(X) is a condition subtable of LOOK(X). As explained in the preceding section, condition 

subject Body(x) of table LOOK(X) is irrelevant, so we can conclude that the associated condition 
subtable BODY(X) also is irrelevant or unused. 

The knowledge expressed by this table comes from rules C23 and C37. Because the condition and 
action sets of both rules are identical, these rules constitute a so called duplicate rule pair, which is a 
special case of subsumption. 

??C23: Body-shape(x) <-- Aerodynamic(x) 
??C37: Body-shape(x) <- Aerodynamic(x) 
For a decision table, this would boil down to the presence of duplicate columns, but again, by 

enforcing the exclusivity criterion in all decision tables being constructed, PROLOGA excludes any 
such situation. 

The intra-tabular verification report also indicates that Body(x) will never get the value false 
(unreferenced action). Consequently, one might conclude that the knowledge base is incomplete. 

5.2.4. COST(X) 
COST(X) is a condition subtable of CAR(X). The knowledge represented by this table (cf. Fig. 11) 

corresponds with rules C26, C27 and C28. The contradiction found is indicated in the table. 
??C26: Low_cost(x) <- Price_lessthan(x,7000) 
??C27: High-cost(x) <- Price_greater_than(x,70) 
??C28: High-cost(x) <- Spacious(x) 
In [5], a pair of rules R and R’ is defined ambivalent if the antecedent of R’ subsumes the 

antecedent of R and their consequents violate a constraint. Based on this definition, rules C26 and 
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?? C26: L.Ow_cost(x) <-- F%ice_less_ttlarJ(x,7ooo) 
?? C27: High_cost(x)c--- Price_greate_than(x,7000) 
?? C28: Hi&cost(x) <--- Spacious(x) 

Fig. I I. COST(X), contracted table. 

C28, which, if fired together, would violate the constraint NOT [Cost(x) = Low_cost(x) AND 
Cost(x) = High-cost(x)], do not constitute an ambivalent rule pair, because there is no subsumption in 
their condition parts. However, the condition parts of both rules are applicable for a common subset of 
inputs. A car can be spacious and have a price <7000 at the same time, e.g. a Honda-Civic. 
PROLOGA treats this kind of contradiction in the same way as it treats the ambivalent column 
anomaly discussed in Section 5.2.1, namely by imposing column exclusivity. 

6. Summary 

In this section, a summary of the anomalies detected or prevented by PROLOGA is given. 

6.1. Redundancy 

??Duplicate column pair: In the original rule base, rules C23 and C37 constitute a duplicate rule 
pair. In our definition of a decision table, the exclusivity criterion prevents this type of 
redundancy from occurring. In PROLOGA, this criterion is operationalized by means of a 
particular table construction method. 

??Subsumed column pair: Rule C24 subsumes rule C30. Again, ensuring that table columns are 
mutually exclusive makes that no subsumed column pairs can be introduced. 

??Redundant condition row: In decision table LOOK(X), the presence of an irrelevant condition 
row was reported (cf. rules C24 and C30). Also in table EXTRA(X), an irrelevant condition row 
was found (cf. rules C35 and C36). This table was not presented in the text. 

??Redundant action row: This kind of redundancy, which was not illustrated in the given example, 
can easily be ruled out at construction time, by making sure that no duplicate action subjects can 
be introduced in the table. 

When we take a look at the classification proposed in Section 4, we can now conclude that all types 
of intra-tabular redundancy are dealt with in our approach. 

6.2. Ambivalence 

In Section 4, two kinds of ambivalence were indicated: 
Ambivalence on a column level would imply that there are columns in the table, that are all 

applicable to a particular subset of input environments, but result in contradictory conclusions. 
However, this anomaly type will never occur if the exclusivity principle is sustained. Consequently, 
contradictory input rules are prevented from being entered into the table. Instead, an error message is 
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generated. This is the case in tables CAR(X) and IM_EX(X), where conflicting input rules exist that 
correspond to rule pairs (C38, C40) and (C33, C34) of the original rule base. Another case of 
ambivalent rules was found in COST(X), and could to be traced to rules C26 and C28. 

A second kind of ambivalence is located on a row level. This type of ambivalence occurs when 
there are two or more rows with contradicting entries in the same column. 

4.3. Circularity 

In the section on inter-tabular anomaly types, it was shown how circular chains, e.g. the one 
originating from C25, C31 and C38, if not explicitly needed in our application, are prevented from 
being introduced, by checking for cycles in the inter-tabular structure graph. 

6.4. Dejiciency 

The first kind of deficiency or incompleteness is caused by isolated rules, such as C42. This rule 
corresponds to the unused table ‘INSUR’. 

The second type of deficiencies indicated by PROLOGA are unreferenced actions, in other words, 
goal or sub-goal states that can never be reached. In the example, Body(x) will never receive the value 
false. 

PROLOGA also indicates the presence of several empty columns, corresponding to missing rules. 
The completeness criterion makes sure that, on an intra-tabular level, all possible states of the 
environment are included in the condition part, thus revealing any missing entries in the action part. 

6.5. Comparison 

As mentioned in the beginning of this paper, the example that we used was designed by Du Zhang 
and Doan Nguyen in order to test a verification tool named PREPARE. After an evaluation of our own 
tool PROLOGA, it seems reasonable to compare both tools and concentrate on anomaly types that are 
not indicated in one system, but are detected by the other system, or that are handled differently. 

First of all, subsumption is treated in an entirely different manner by both systems. Because of the 
construction method used, a PROLOGA table can never contain a subsumed column pair at any point 
in development (cf. Section 5.2.2). In a typical rule based system however, subsumed rule pairs can 
occur, so PREPARE must check for them. Analogously, with PROLOGA contradictions are already 
ruled out during the construction of the decision table, so no (perhaps more costly) corrections must 
be made in a later stage of development. Verification tools that are not tightly integrated into the 
modelling environment itself, such as PREPARE, will typically only detect the errors until after the 
knowledge base is almost completed and ready for processing. 

Secondly, there are two classes of anomalies that are not accounted for as such by PROLOGA, but 
that are indicated by PREPARE. 

The first one are unsatisfiable conditions, such as Performance(x) in rule C40. An unsatisfiable 
condition is a predicate in the condition part of a rule, that does not appear as the conclusion of 
another rule, nor is substantiated by a fact. The mere reason for the absence of this type of checks in 
PROLOGA, is that our modelling environment, at this point, does not feature the inclusion of (static) 
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facts into the knowledge base itself. One of our research topics however is to further improve on the 
expressiveness of our modelling language. 

Another anomaly type not checked for by PROLOGA, are useless conclusions, e.g. Four-seats(x) in 
rule C41. Because PROLOGA does not allow the developer to indicate which conclusions are actual 
goals and which are only intended as intermediate states of the inferencing process, PROLOGA 
cannot differentiate between desirable and useless action subjects at the end of a reasoning chain. 
Again, this element is, in our opinion, of less importance and is not inherent to our approach itself, but 
a result of our current tool implementation. 

Finally, we discuss the anomaly types that PREPARE fails to detect, whereas PROLOGA does 
support their detection. 

First of all, PROLOGA does not restrict its notion of intra-tabular ambivalence to cases of 
condition subsumption, but also compares rules with overlapping (though not necessarily subsumed) 
condition parts (cf. Section 5.2.4). That is, decision rules are considered ambivalent if they are 
applicable to a common set of inputs, whereas their consequents violate a constraint. The more 
general case of overlapping rules is ignored in PREPARE. 

A second important difference lies in the scope of completeness checking. PROLOGA indicates for 
each table which situations will not result in a solution due to incomplete knowledge. For instance, in 
the intra-tabular verification report for table BODY(X), it is indicated that there is one unreferenced 
action, viz. BODY(x) will never get the value ‘false’. PREPARE, on the other hand, does not check for 
incompleteness at this level of detail. In most rule-based modelling frameworks, this kind of 
incompleteness is resolved using the principle of negation as failure. This principle states that, if there 
are no rules which conclude that BODY(x) is true, it must be false. Though negation as failure is a 
simple way to deal with the problem of unspecified knowledge, a multi-value approach (true, false, 
unknown), such as the one used in PROLOGA, provides a richer interpretative context. 

7. Applications 

We have used decision tables in a large number of applications and environments. Some examples 
of the more common areas of experience include: 

??modeling and verification of complex managerial decision situations in general; 
??calculation of rates and premiums in banks and insurance companies; 
??verification and visualization of legal procedures; 
??help desk applications. 
Two actual systems, in which PROLOGA has been a key factor during development, are: 
??HANDIPAK [7]: A KBS that contains legal information on financial benefits for the disabled in 

Belgium and uses it to support first-line social workers with the introduction of applications for 
benefits. The analysis of the proposed regulation by means of the decision-table technique enabled 
the authors to eliminate a considerable number of ambiguities in the bill before it was published. 
The legislation has been formally specified into 45 mutually related decision tables (cf. Fig. 12). 

??VLAREM: A KBS that contains a subset of the environmental legislation on permits etc. and that 
is designed to provide users with information and advice on this matter. The knowledge is 
modelled into 61 interrelated tables. 

In both cases, the experiences with regard to our approach were very positive. Most real-world 
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Fig. 12. A look inside the HANDIPAK knowledge base 

problems do seem to lend itself to this kind of modelling. The emphasis on modularization also makes 
sure that the V&V mechanisms embedded in PROLOGA remain manageable even for larger 
knowledge bases. 

8. Current and future research 

Current research primarily focuses on expanding the expressive power of our model by: 
??extending the decision table formalism with fuzzy logic features [ 131 and 
??integrating it with an object-oriented formal specification model for representing domain concepts 

and relations. 

9. Conclusion 

In this paper, it was argued that a proper integration of V&V aspects into the modelling process has 
the advantage that a lot of anomaly types can easily be prevented or detected and consequently also 
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corrected, in an early stage of development. It has also been shown how the decision-table formalism 
can be applied to both model knowledge and verify it, in an incremental way. 
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